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Abstract—Software developers often need to create variants to
accommodate different customer segments. These variants have
a common code base but also comprise variant-specific code. A
common strategy to create a variant is to clone&own (or fork)
an existing repository and then adapt it to the new requirements.
This form of reuse has been enhanced with the advent of social-
coding platforms such as GitHub, and package distribution plat-
forms like npm. GitHub offers facilities for forking, pull requests,
and cross-project traceability. npm offers facilities for managing
package release dependencies and dependents on the distribution
platform. Little is known about the maintenance practices of the
variants. We therefore performed an exploratory investigation
on the evolution of variants, focusing on their technical aspects.
We collected variants from the JavaScript ecosystem, whose
sources are hosted on GitHub, and whose packages are released
on npm. We have identified a total 12,813 variant forks from the
JavaScript ecosystem. In general, we observed that mainlines
have more number of package releases, package dependencies,
dependent packages and dependent projects compared to their
variant counterparts. However, it is still interesting that some
variants have quite a considerable number of package releases
and dependent packages/projects; in a some cases even more than
their mainline counterparts.

Index Terms—software variants, npm, depandencies, software
ecosystems

I. INTRODUCTION

To develop quality software faster, developers rely on code
reuse and distributed collaborative development tools. Social
coding platforms like GitHub have substantially improved
both code reuse and collaborative development, providing a
huge bazaar of software projects and components that can
be reused through explicit project dependencies or forking of
software repositories. This is supported by various automated
facilities such as pull requests, dependency management tools,
issue tracking systems (e.g. JIRA), source code review tools
(e.g., Gerrit), Q&A services (e.g. StackOverflow), continuous
integration tools (e.g., Travis CI), and package distribution
managers (e.g., npm). Social coding platforms comprise a
number of software ecosystems i.e., large collections of inter-
dependent software components that are maintained by large
and geographically distributed communities of collaborating
contributors [1], [2]. These ecosystems form large socio-
technical networks of technical artefacts and social actors
that interact with each other on top of common software
and hardware platforms. The unprecedented growth of these
ecosystems relies on substantial software reuse using different
methods and tools [3].

Our research focuses on the phenomenon of forking in
particular. Forking a software repository (referred to as the
mainline, i.e., the original repository) produces several forked
repositories. Two types of forks exist [4]. Social forks are cre-
ated for isolated development, but with the goal of contributing
back to the mainline. Variant forks are created for splitting off
a new development branch, often to steer the development into
another direction than the mainline, without the intention to
contribute back. Variant forking may split the core development
team and always splits the contributing community. Variant
forking creates variants of the mainline repository, which share
common code, but also contain variant-specific code that needs
to be maintained. A mainline repository together with all its
variant repositories can be seen as a software product family,
inspired by the notion of software product lines [5]. The family
members have software artefacts in common, but also contain
artefacts that are specific to one or multiple variants.
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Fig. 1: Maintenance of a software repository before (left) and
after (right) variant forking.

Figure 1 illustrates the development activities on a repository
before and after variant forking. On the left, three core
developers (Alice, Bob and Tom) have write access to the
mainline repository.The community interacts with the mainline
by sending pull requests, submitting issues and conducting
change reviews. After variant forking, shown on the right,
the core developers are split into two. Alice and Bob remain
with the original mainline, while Tom is joined by a new
developer Jeff to maintain a new fork variant in parallel
to the mainline project. This parallel development between
mainline and variant has split the contributing community.
New contributors could decide to contribute to the mainline



or the variant, for instance depending on which one is more
open to accommodate newcomers. Furthermore, as a result of
parallel maintenance, developers in one of the projects may
identify and fix bugs in shared artefacts. Developers in each
variant of the family are not obligated to contribute back but
if they wish, the fixes could be propagated to other members
of the family to avoid effort duplication.

There are many studies on variant forks. However, most
of these studies were carried out on SourceForge [6]–[11],
before the advent of social coding platforms such as GitHub.
We have found only two studies that investigated variant forks
on GitHub [4], [12]. While the pre-GitHub studies report
controversial perceptions around variant forks [11], [13]–[17],
Zhou et al. [4] reports that these perceptions have changed
with the advent of GitHub. Jiang et al. [18] state that, although
forking is controversial in traditional open source software
(OSS) communities, it is actually encouraged as a built-in
feature in GitHub. Jiang et al. [18] further reports that
developers fork repositories to submit pull requests, fix bugs,
add new features and keep copies (social forks). Zhou et al. [4]
also report that many variant forks actually start as social forks.

While numerous studies have investigated variant forking,
we are not aware of any study that has investigated the socio-
technical specificities of these variant forks that are part of soft-
ware ecosystems. Our research therefore aims at empirically
investigating the socio-technical evolution of software families
within these software ecosystems, that are composed of variant
project repositories. Specifically, we aim to investigate the
evolution of socio-technical specificities of software families
in npm for JavaScript packages whose repositories are hosted
on GitHub. For the social aspects, it is interesting to study the
interaction and collaboration between communities involved
in the mainline and variants. For example, finding out how
different are collaborations with respect to who forked and
how the fork has been created? For the technical aspects,
ecosystems are often characterised by numerous dependencies
between software packages released on package distribution
platforms [19]. As a result of parallel development of the
mainline and its variants, while offering similar functionality,
we aim to investigate if other packages/projects (outside the
family) depending on them may migrate from one variant of
the required package to another in a family.

Before stating our research goal and research questions, let
us first discuss the terminology we will use in our analysis
and also provide a concrete example:

• Package. A reusable software component that is dis-
tributed through the npm package manager.

• Mainline. A repository that is hosted on GitHub whose
package releases are distributed on npm.

• Variant. A fork repository of the mainline that is hosted
on GitHub whose package is distributed on npm.

• Software family. A set of two or more repositories (the
mainline and its variants) that are hosted on GitHub with
the package releases of both mainline and its variants
distributed on npm.

• Release. A specific package version that is publicly
distributed on npm.

• Dependency. A package that is required for the proper
functioning of an other package.

• Dependent package. A package A depending on a
package B is a “dependent package of B”. By definition,
both A and B are distributed in a package distribution
platform.

• Dependent project. A project is a repository in which a
package is developed, but not necessarily distributed in a
package distribution platform. By extension, a project A
depending on a package B is a “dependent project”.

To put the terminologies in perspective, let us present a
concrete example of a software family. The mainline repository
creationix/wheat is hosted on GitHub (with a total of
136 forks and six contributors as of November 02, 2020). It is a
blog engine for coders written in node.JS. The mainline and
2 of the 136 forks (sun11/wheat and frodare/barley)
have their package releases distributed on npm. Table I presents
statistics corresponding to the package releases, package
dependencies, dependent packages and dependent projects for
three repositories in the software family.

TABLE I: Count of the mainline and variants releases, de-
pendencies, dependent packages and dependent projects. M =
mainline and F = fork.

releases dependencies
dependent
packages

dependent
projects

creationix/wheat (M) 13 77 2 23
frodare/barley (F) 1 8 0 0
sun11/wheat (F) 1 6 1 1

II. GOAL AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This research is the first of its kind in studying socio-
technical specificities of the variant forks that are part of
software ecosystems. In this study, our goal is to perform an
exploratory investigation on the evolution of variants focusing
on their technical aspects. We mined repositories from the
JavaScript ecosystem, whose sources are hosted on GitHub,
having their package releases on npm. This allows us identify
the software families as well as studying the technical aspects
of those families. We state the four research questions:.

RQ0 How prevalent are software families in the JavaScript
ecosystem on GitHub? We would like to determine
whether software families exist in software ecosystems.
If software families rarely exist, results about their socio-
technical evolution may not be statistically significant.

RQ1 How do the distributions of package releases in mainlines
and their variants compare to each other? This RQ
will help us determine if mainlines and variants are
continuously maintained. A package that is continuously
distributing new releases means that it introduces new
features and addresses issues raised by its users.

RQ2 How do the distributions of package dependencies in
mainlines and their variants compare to each other? This



RQ will help us determine if the mainlines and their
variants depend on other packages in the npm ecosystem.
If they have dependencies on other packages, then studying
the dependency relationships between the packages in the
software families and other packages would be interesting.

RQ3 Do variant packages exhibit other dependent pack-
ages / projects than the Mainline? This RQ will help
us determine variations in dependencies within product
families. If a variant has other dependents than the
mainline, it may be an indication of which features are
demanded in the ecosystem.

III. METHODS AND DATASET

According to the 2020 Stack Overflow Developer Survey1

to which over 65,000 developers participated, JavaScript is
one the most commonly used programming language (67.7%
of all respondents make use of JavaScript).

Our dataset of GitHub repositories from the JavaScript
ecosystem and their corresponding npm packages, dependents
and dependencies were extracted from the libraries.io
release 1.6.0 of January 12, 2020. We use the following
heuristics to extract the mainline–variant pairs of the software
families in the JavaScript ecosystem on GitHub: the repository
A is a variant of the repository B if (1) the package releases
of A and B are distributed on npm and (2) A is a fork of B
on GitHub. Since we focus on the JavaScript ecosystem on
GitHub, we extracted software families whose repositories are
hosted on GitHub and their packages distributed on npm. For
each mainline and its corresponding variants we collected their
releases, dependencies and dependents (projects and packages).

IV. RESULTS
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Fig. 2: Family size (number of variants in a family).

RQ0: How prevalent are software families in the
JavaScript ecosystem on GitHub?

With this first RQ, we aim to determine if software families
exist in software ecosystems. In the JavaScript ecosystem we
discovered a total 10,743 distinct mainlines and 12,813 variants
in total. This means that we have a total of 10,743 software
families. Figure 2 presents a histogram of the distribution
of the number of variants per mainline. The y-axis (in log-
scale) shows the number of mainlines and the x-axis shows the

1https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2020

number of variants per mainline. For example, the first bar tells
us that there are 9,280 mainlines that have only one variant.
We also observe two mainlines having 16 and 17 variants. The
results of RQ0 reveal that software families indeed exist in
the considered ecosystem.

We have identified 10,743 distinct mainlines and 12,813
variants. This shows that software families exist in the
JavaScript ecosystem on GitHub.
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Fig. 3: Distribution of the mainline versus variant package
releases.

RQ1: How do the distributions of package dependencies
in mainlines and their variants compare to each other?

Figure 3 presents a scatter plot of releases for the variants
versus the releases for the mainlines. The x-axis shows the
number of releases for the mainlines and the y-axis shows the
number of releases for the variants. The color of the data points
represents the number of mainline–variant pairs. For example,
darkest circle around the point (1,1) tells us that there are over
600 mainline–variant pairs that have one release each in the
data point. The lightest circles tell there is only one mainline–
variant pair in the data point. For example the point (100, 1)
tells us that there is one mainline–fork pair where the mainline
has 100 releases and the variant has only one release. The data
points along the y-axis tell us that there are some mainline–
variant pairs where the variants have more releases compared to
the mainline. This implies that these specific variants are being
maintained more than their mainline counterparts. Overall, we
observe more mainlines being maintained compared to their
variant counterparts. However, we also observe a significant
amount of variants being maintained. This is interesting since
developers variants did not make a one off package distribution;
they are continuously distributing new releases of their package.

While many mainlines are being maintained more that
their variant counterparts (which is not surprising), we
observe a good number of variants being maintained in
parallel. Interestingly we also observed a good number
of variants that are more actively maintained than their
mainline counterparts.
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Fig. 4: The distribution of the mainline versus variant package
dependencies.

RQ2: How do the distributions of package dependencies
in mainlines and their variants compare to each other?

Figure 4 presents a scatter plot showing the the package
dependencies of the variant versus the dependencies of the
mainline. The x-axis shows the number of dependencies of the
mainline and the y-axis shows the number of dependencies
of the variant. The color of the data points represents the
number mainline–variant pairs on the data point. For example,
the darker data points indicate more mainline–variant pairs in
the same data point and the lighter data points indicate fewer
mainline–variant pairs in the data point. We observe some
kind of correlation between the dependencies of the mainlines
and variants. This means the more dependencies mainlines are
associated with more dependencies of the variants. This could
imply that the fork variant inherits the original dependencies
of the mainline.

We observe a correlation between the number of mainline
and variant dependencies. This could imply that the variant
continues using the packages inherited from the mainline.
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Fig. 5: The distribution of the dependent packages for mainline
versus variant .

RQ3: Do the variant projects have dependent pack-
ages / projects?

Figure 5 and 6 present a scatter plots for mainlines versus
variants for the dependent packages and dependent projects,
respectively. The x-axes represent the number of dependent
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Fig. 6: The distribution of the dependent projects for the
mainline versus variant.

packages / projects for the mainlines and the y-axes represent
the number of dependent packages / projects for the variants.
The color of the data points represents the number of mainline–
variant pairs at a data point. For example, in Figure 5 the
darker colors indicate that we have more mainline–fork pairs
on one data point, while the lighter data points indicate the
reverse.

Looking at both Figure 5 and 6, we observe that most of
the data points are concentrated on the x-axis. This implies
that most mainline have many dependent packages/projects
compared to their variants counterparts. However, we observe
a few scattered data points a long the y-axes indicating a
few variants which have many dependent packages/projects
compared to their mainline counterparts.

Compared to the mainline counterparts, the variants have
fewer dependent packages/projects. Since it is plausible
to assume that the mainline and variants offer similar
functionality because of the common code base, it is still
interesting to observe that other projects use the variant
package releases.

V. CONCLUSION

We performed an exploratory investigation on the evolution
of variants focusing on their technical aspects. We mined
repositories from the JavaScript ecosystem, whose sources
are hosted on GitHub, having their package releases on
npm. We identified a significant number of variants from the
JavaScript ecosystem. We observed that, compared to their
mainline counterparts, variants have a significant number of
package releases, package dependencies, dependent packages
and dependent projects.

As future work, we plan to carry out a detailed investigation
on the socio-technical specificities of the software families in
the JavaScript ecosystem whose repositories are hosted on
GitHub.
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